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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the asymptotic behavior of solutions for the second order
lattice dynamical system,
üi+h(u˙i)−(ui−1−2ui+ui+1)+lui+f(ui)=gi, i ¥ Z, (1)
where l is a positive constant, gi ¥ R (i ¥ Z) are given, and f, h ¥ C1(R, R)
satisfy some monotonic conditions.
Recently, various properties of the solutions for lattice dynamical
systems have been studied by many authors; see [1, 2] and the references
therein. Peter W. Bates et al. in [1] proved the existence of the global
attractor for the first-order lattice dynamical systems and investigated the
approximation of the attractor by the corresponding ones of finite dimen-
sional ordinary differential equations (the upper semicontinuity of the
attractor). In this paper, by introducing a new weight norm which is
equivalent to the usual norm in the phase space, we shall consider the exis-
tence of the global attractor for the second order lattice dynamical system
(1) and the upper semicontinuity of the attractor. The idea of this paper
originates from papers [1, 6].
Lattice systems arise in many applications, for example, in chemical
reaction theory, image processing, pattern recognition, material science,
biology, electrical engineering, laser systems, etc. They possesses their own
form, but in some case, they arise as spatial discretizations of partial dif-
ferential equations. Equation (1) can be regarded as a model of coupled
nonlinear oscillators (see [2]) and as a discrete analogue of the following
continuous damped semilinear wave equation in R,
utt+h(ut)−uxx+lu+f(u)=g, (2)
which arises in wave phenomena of various areas in mathematical physics.
The global attractor and its dimension to Eq. (2) in bounded domain and
unbounded domain have been widely studied in Hilbert spaces by many
people; see [3–9] and the references therein. Here we shall study the
limiting behavior for system (1) when the initial date belongs to the space a2.
This paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we show the
existence and uniqueness of solutions for system (1), and prove the uniform
boundedness of solutions. In Section 3, we prove the existence of the global
attractor. In Section 4, we consider the upper semicontinuity of attractor.
2. EXISTENCE AND BOUNDEDNESS OF SOLUTIONS
In this section, we present the existence and uniqueness of solutions for
system (1), and show the uniform boundedness of solutions.
We consider the system
üi+h(u˙i)−(ui−1−2ui+ui+1)+lui+f(ui)=gi, i ¥ Z (3)
with the initial conditions
ui(0)=ui, 0, u˙i(0)=u1i, 0, i ¥ Z, (4)
where l > 0, g=(gi)i ¥ Z ¥ a2, and f, h ¥ C1(R, R) satisfy
f(0)=0, f(s) s \ nG(s) \ 0, -s ¥ R, (5)
h(0)=0, 0 < a [ h −(s) [ b <+., -s ¥ R, (6)
here n, a, b are positive constants and G(s)=> s0 f(t) dt, s ¥ R.
Obviously, if f(s) s \ 0 and f is monotonic increasing function, then the
condition (5) is satisfied. For example, f(s)=;mj=0 ajs2j+1 with aj > 0,
j=0, 1, ..., m.
Let a2={u=(ui)i ¥ Z |;i ¥ Z |ui |2 <.}. Define the linear operators B, B¯,
A from a2 to a2 as follows. For any u=(ui)i ¥ Z ¥ a2,
(Bu)i=ui+1−ui, (B¯u)i=ui−1−ui,
(Au)i=−(ui−1−2ui+ui+1),
-i ¥ Z. (7)
Then we have
A=B¯B=BB¯.
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For any two elements of a2, u=(ui)i ¥ Z, v=(vi)i ¥ Z ¥ a2, define bilinear
forms as˛ (u, v)=Ci ¥ Z uivi, ||u||2=(u, u)=Ci ¥ Z |ui |2;(u, v)l=(Bu, Bv)+l(u, v),
||u||2l=(u, u)l=||Bu||
2+l ||u||2=C
i ¥ Z
(|ui+1−ui |2+l |ui |2).
(8)
It is easy to check that above two bilinear forms (·, ·) and (·, ·)l in (8) are
both the inner products, moreover, the norms || · || and || · ||l are equivalent
to each other because
l ||u||2 [ ||u||2l=C
i ¥ Z
(|ui+1−ui |2+l |ui |2) [ (4+l) ||u||2.
Denote by a2, a2l the spaces with the inner products and norms in (8),
respectively,
a2=(a2, (·, ·), || · ||), a2l=(a2, (·, ·)l, || · ||l).
then a2 and a2l are Hilbert spaces.
Let E=a2l× a2, endowed with the inner product and norm as: for
jj=(u(j), v (j))=((u
(j)
i ), (v
(j)
i ))i ¥ Z ¥ E, j=1, 2,
(j1, j2)E=(u (1), u (2))l+(v(1), v (2))
=C
i
[(Bu(1))i (Bu(2))i+lu
(1)
i u
(2)
i +v
(1)
i v
(2)
i ], (9)
||j||2E=(j, j)E, -j ¥ a2l× a2.
2.1. Existence and Uniqueness of Solutions
It is convenient to express Eq. (3) as an abstract first order ordinary
differential equation in E.With above notations, Eq. (3) is written as
ü+h(u˙)+Au+lu+f(u)=g, t > 0, (10)
and the initial data (4) are
u(0)=(ui, 0)i ¥ Z=u0, u˙(0)=(u1i, 0)i ¥ Z=u10, (11)
where u=(ui)i ¥ Z, h(u˙)=(h(u˙i))i ¥ Z, f(u)=(f(ui))i ¥ Z, g=(gi)i ¥ Z.
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Let v=u˙+eu, where e is chosen as
e=
al
b2+4l
> 0, (12)
then system (10)–(11) is equivalent to the following initial value problem in
Hilbert space E,
j˙+C(j)=F(j), j(0)=(u0, v0)T=(u0, u10+eu0)T, (13)
where j=(u, v)T, v=u˙+eu, F(j)=(0, −f(u)+g)T,
C(j)=R eu−v
Au+lu+e2u− ev
S+R 0
h(v− eu)
S . (14)
By condition (5), f(0)=0, and for any u=(ui)i ¥ z ¥ a2,
||f(u)||2=C
i ¥ Z
|f(ui)|2=C
i ¥ Z
|f −(hiui)|2 |ui |2,
where hi ¥ (0, 1). By |hiui | [ |ui | [ ||u||,
||f(u)|| [ ||u|| max
s ¥ [−||u||, ||u||]
|f −(s)|, (15)
thus, from f ¥ C1, it follows that f(u) ¥ a2, i.e., f maps a2 into a2, hence, F
maps E into itself.
By (6),
||h(v− eu)||2=C
i ¥ Z
|h −(h˜i(vi− eui))|2 |vi− eui |2 [ 2b2(||v||2+e2 ||u||2), (16)
thus, if j=(u, v) ¥ E, then h(v− eu) ¥ a2, i.e., H(j)=(0, h(v− eu))T maps
E into E.
Let B be a bounded set in E, jj=(u(j), v (j))=((u
(j)
i ), (v
(j)
i ))i ¥ Z ¥ B,
j=1, 2, similar to (15), there exists L(B) depending on B such that
||F(j1)−F(j2)||
2
E=||f(u
(1))−f(u(2))||2
=C
i ¥ z
|f −(u (1)i +hi(u
(2)
i −u
(1)
i )|
2 |u (1)i −u
(2)
i |
2
[ ( max
s ¥ [−(||u(1)||+||u(2)||), ||u(1)||+||u(2)||]
|f −(s)|2) · ||u (1)−u (2)||2
[ L(B) ||j1−j2 ||2E,
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and similar to (16),
||H(j1)−H(j2)||
2
E=||h(v
(1)− eu (1))−h(v (2)− eu (2))||2
=C
i ¥ z
|h −(ti)|2 |(v
(1)
i −v
(1)
i )− e(u
(1)
i −u
(2)
i )|
2
[ 2b2(||v (1)−v (1)||2+e2 ||u (1)−u (2)||2)
[ 2b2(1+e2/l) ||j1−j2 ||2E
which imply that F(j)−C(j) is locally Lipschitz from E to E. It is easy to
see that the solutions of problem (3)–(4) is backward unique in time
because if t and h(s) are replaced by −t and h(−s), Eq. (3) is not changed.
By the standard theory of ordinary differential equations, we obtain the
existence and uniqueness of local solution j for problem (13).
Lemma 2.1. If g=(gi)i ¥ Z ¥ a2 and f, h satisfy (5), (6), then for any
initial data j(0)=(u0, v0)T ¥ E, there exists an unique local solution
j(t)=(u(t), v(t))T of (13) such that j ¥ C1((−T0, T0), E) for some T0 > 0. If
T0 <+., then limtQ T0 ||j(t)||E=+. or limtQ −T0 ||j(t)||E=+..
In fact, it is showed from Lemma 2.3 below that the local solution j(t)
of (13) exists globally, that is, j ¥ C1(R, E), which implies that maps
S(t): j(0)=(u0, v0)Q j(t)=S(t) j(0)=(u(t), v(t)), EQ E, t \ 0
(17)
generate a continuous semigroup {S(t)}t \ 0 on E, where v(t)=u˙(t)+eu(t).
2.1. Boundedness of Solutions
First, we present a positivity of the nonlinear operator C, which plays
the center role in this article.
Lemma 2.2. For any j=(u, v)T ¥ E,
(C(j), j)E \ s ||j||2E+
a
2
||v||2, (18)
where
s=
al
`b2+4l (b+`b2+4l)
. (19)
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Proof. It is easy to check that
(Bu, v)=(u, B¯v) and (Au, v)=(Bu, Bv), -u, v ¥ a2. (20)
By the definition of (·, ·)E in (9), (14), and (20),
(C(j), j)E=e[||Bu||2+l ||u||2]+e2(u, v)+(h(v− eu), v)− e(v, v)
and by (6),
e2(u, v)+(h(v− eu), v)=e2 C
i ¥ Z
uivi+C
i ¥ Z
h −(yi(vi− eui))(vi− eui) vi
\ a ||v||2− e(b− e) ||u|| · ||v||
then
(C(j), j)E−s ||j||
2
E−
a
2
||v||2,
\ (e−s)[||Bu||2+l ||u||2]+1a
2
− e−s2 ||v||2
−
be
`l
[||Bu||2+l ||u||2]1/2 ||v||,
and simple computation from (12), (19) shows
4(e−s) 1a
2
− e−s2=b2e2
l
.
Thus, the proof is completed.
Now we consider the boundedness of solutions j(t) of (13). Assume that
(5)–(6) hold and g ¥ a2. Let j(t)=(u(t), v(t))T ¥ E be a solution of (13),
where v(t)=u˙(t)+eu(t). Taking the inner product (·, ·)E of (13) with j(t),
we have
1
2
d
dt
||j||2E+(C(j), j)E+(f(u), u˙)+e(f(u), u)=(g, v). (21)
By (18),
(C(j), j)E \ s ||j||2E+
a
2
||v||2. (22)
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By (5),
(f(u), u˙)=C
i ¥ Z
f(ui) u˙i=
d
dt
1 C
i ¥ Z
G(ui)2 , (23)
(f(u), u)=C
i ¥ Z
f(ui) ui \ n C
i ¥ Z
G(ui), (24)
and
(g, v) [
1
2a
||g||2+
a
2
||v||2. (25)
By putting (22)–(25) into (21), we find
d
dt
5||j||2E+2 C
i ¥ Z
G(ui)6+2s ||j||2E+2ne C
i ¥ Z
G(ui) [
1
a
||g||2,
i.e.,
d
dt
5||j||2E+2 C
i ¥ Z
G(ui)6+m 5||j||2E+2 C
i ¥ Z
G(ui)6 [ 1
a
||g||2, (26)
where m=min {2s, ne}. Since
G(ui) \ 0, ||j||2E+2 C
i ¥ Z
G(ui) \ 0,
by Gronwall’s inequality,
||j||2E+2 C
i ¥ Z
G(ui) [ 1 ||j(0)||2E+2 C
i ¥ Z
G(ui0)6 e−mt
+
1
am
||g||2 (1−e−mt). (27)
By (5),
C
i ¥ Z
G(ui0) [
1
n
C
i ¥ Z
f(ui0) ui0 [
1
n
max
s ¥ [−||u(0)||, ||u(0)||]
|f −(s)| · ||u(0)||2. (28)
By (27) and (28),
||j||2E [ 5||j(0)||2E+2
n
max
s ¥ [−||u(0)||, ||u(0)||]
|f −(s)| · ||u(0)||26 e−mt
+
1
am
||g||2 (1−e−mt), (29)
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and
lim
tQ.
sup ||j||2E [
1
am
||g||2. (30)
From (29), for any initial data j(0)=(u0, v0)T ¥ E, then the solution
j(t)=(u(t), v(t))T is bounded for all t ¥ [0,+.), that is, the solution
j(t) exists globally on [0,+.), maps {S(t)t \ 0} defined by (17) form a
semigroup on E. Inequality (29) (or (30)) implies that the semigroup
{S(t)}t \ 0 possesses a bounded absorbing set in E.
Lemma 2.3. If (5), (6) hold and g ¥ a2, then there exists a bounded ball
O=OE(0, r0), centered at 0 with radius r0, such that for every bounded set B
of E, there exists T(B) \ 0 such that
S(t) B … O, -t \ T(B), (31)
where r20=
2
am ||g||
2.
Therefore, there exists a constant T0 \ 0 depending on O such that
S(t) O … O, -t \ T0. (32)
3. GLOBAL ATTRACTOR
To obtain the existence of a global attractor for the semigroup {S(t)t \ 0}
associated with (13) on E. We need prove the asymptotic compactness of
{S(t)t \ 0}. Our idea originates from [1], i.e., establishing uniform estimates
on ‘‘Tail Ends’’ of solutions.
Lemma 3.1. If (5), (6) hold, g ¥ a2 and j(0)=(u0, v0) ¥ O, then -g > 0,
there exists T(g) and K(g) such that the solution j(t)=(ji)i ¥ Z=
((ui(t)), (vi(t)))i ¥ Z ¥ E of problem (13), v(t)=u˙(t)+eu(t), satisfies
C
|i| \K(g)
||ji(t)||
2
E= C
|i| \K(g)
[|(Bu(t))i |2+l |ui(t)|2+|vi(t)|2] [ g, -t \ T(g),
(33)
where (Bu(t))i=ui+1(t)−ui(t).
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Proof. Choosing a smooth function h ¥ C1(R+, R) satisfies
˛h(s)=0, 0 [ s [ 1,0 [ h(s) [ 1, 1 [ s [ 2,
h(s)=1, s \ 2,
(34)
then there exists a constant C0 such that |h −(s)| [ C0 for s ¥ R+.
Let j(t)=(u(t), v(t))=(ji)i ¥ Z=((ui(t)), (vi(t)))i ¥ Z be a solution of
(13), where v(t)=u˙(t)+eu(t), ji=(ui, vi), e is as in (12).
Let k be a fixed integer. Set wi=h(
|i|
k ) ui, zi=h(
|i|
k ) vi, y=(w, z)=
((wi), (zi))i ¥ Z. Taking the inner product (·, ·)E of (13) with y, we have
(j˙, y)E+(C(j), y)E=(F(j), y)E. (35)
It is possible to check that
(j˙, y)E=
1
2
d
dt
C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 ||ji ||2E, (36)
where
||ji ||
2
E=|(Bu)i |
2+l |ui |2+|vi |2=|ui+1−ui |2+l |ui |2+|vi |2, (37)
and
(C(j), y)E=e(Bu, Bw)−(Bv, Bw)+le(u, w)−l(v, w)+(Bu, Bz)
+l(u, z)+e2(u, z)− e(v, z)+(h(v− eu), z), (38)
(Bu, Bw)(t)=C
i ¥Z
35h 1 |i+1|
k
2−h 1 |i|
k
26 (ui+1−ui) ui+1
+h 1 |i|
k
2 (ui+1−ui)24
\ −
4C0r
2
0
k
+C
i ¥Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 (ui+1−ui)2, -t\ T0,
(Bv, Bw)=C
i ¥Z
5h 1 |i+1|
k
2 (vi+1−vi) ui+1−h 1 |i|k 2 (vi+1−vi) ui6 ,
(Bu, Bz)=C
i ¥Z
1h 1 |i+1|
k
2 (ui+1−ui) vi+1−h 1 |i|k 2 (ui+1−ui) vi6 ,
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(Bu, Bz)−(Bv, Bw)=C
i ¥Z
1h 1 |i+1|
k
2−h 1 |i|
k
22 (ui+1vi−uivi+1)
\ − C
i ¥Z
|h −(yi)|
k
|ui+1vi−uivi+1 |
\ −
4C0r
2
0
k
, -t\ T0.
(u, w)=C
i ¥Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 u2i , (v, w)=C
i ¥Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 uivi=(u, z),
(v, z)=C
i ¥Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 v2i ,
e2(u, z)+(h(v−eu), z)\ a C
i ¥Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 u2i −e(b−e) C
i ¥Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 uivi.
By (38) and the proof of (18),
(C(j), y) \ −
8C0r
2
0
k
+C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 5s ||ji ||2E+a2 |vi |26, -t \ T0, (39)
and
(F(j), y)E=−(f(u), z)+(g, z)
(f(u), z)=C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 f(ui) u˙i+e C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 f(ui) ui
\
d
dt
C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 G(ui)+en C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 G(ui), (40)
(g, z)=C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 givi= C
|i| \ k
h 1 |i|
k
2 givi
[
a
2
C
|i| \ k
h2 1 |i|
k
2 v2i+ 12a C|i| \ k g2i
[
a
2
C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 v2i+ 12a C|i| \ k g2i . (41)
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Putting inequalities (36), (39)–(41) into (35), we obtain
d
dt
C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 [||ji ||2E+2G(ui)]+C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 [2s ||ji ||2E+2enG(ui)]
[
8C0r
2
0
k
+
1
a
C
|i| \ k
g2i .
Since g ¥ a2, then -g > 0, there exists K(g) such that
8C0r
2
0
k
+
1
a
C
|i| \ k
g2i [ g, -k \K(g),
i.e., for t \ T0, k \K(g),
d
dt
C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 [||ji ||2E+2G(ui)]+m C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 [||ji ||2E+2G(ui)] [ g,
where m=min{2s, en}. So, by Gronwall’s inequality,
C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 [||ji ||2E+2G(ui)]
[ e−m(t−T0) C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 [||ji(T0)||2E+2G(ui(T0))]+g
m
[ e−m(t−T0)r20 11+2
n
M0 2+g
m
, -t \ T0.
whereM0=maxs ¥ [−r0/n, r0/n] |f
−(s)|. Taking
T(g)=max 3T0, T0+1
m
ln
m
g
11+2
n
M0 2 r20 4,
then for t \ T(g) and k \K(g), we have
C
|i| \ 2k
||ji ||
2
E [ C
i ¥ Z
h 1 |i|
k
2 ||ji ||2E [ 2g
m
, (42)
which implies Lemma 3.1. The proof is completed.
Lemma 3.2. If (5), (6) hold and g ¥ a2, then the semigroup {S(t)}t \ 0 is
asymptotically compact in E, that is, if {jn} is bounded in E and tn Q+.,
then {S(tn) jn} is precompact in E.
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Proof. Since {jn} … E=a2l× a2 is bounded, assume that ||jn ||E [ r for
some positive constant r, n=1, 2, ... . By Lemma 2.3, there exists Tr such
that
S(t){jn} … O, -t \ Tr, (43)
where O is the absorbing set in Lemma 2.3. By tn Q+., there exists N1(r)
such that tn \ Tr if n \N1(r), thus,
S(tn){jn} … O, -n \N1(r). (44)
Since E is a Hilbert space and by (44), there exists j0 ¥ E and a sub-
sequence of {S(tn) jn} (denoted still by {S(tn) jn}) such that
S(tn) jn Q j0 weakly in E. (45)
In fact, the convergence here is a strong one, i.e., -g > 0, there exists N(g)
such that
||S(tn) jn−j0 ||E [ g, -n \N(g).
For g > 0, by Lemma 3.1 and (43), there exist K1(g), T(g) such that
C
|i| \K1(g)
||(S(t)(S(Tr)) jn))i ||
2
E [
g2
8
, t \ T(g).
By tn Q+., there exists N2(r, g) such that tn \ Tr+T(g) if n \N2(r, g),
hence,
C
|i| \K1(g)
||(S(tn) jn)i ||
2
E= C
|i| \K1(g)
||(S(tn−Tr) S(Tr) jn)i ||
2
E [
g2
8
. (46)
Again, since j0 ¥ E, there exists K2(g) such that
C
|i| \K2(g)
||(j0)i ||
2
E [
g2
8
. (47)
Let K(g)=max{K1(g), K2(g)}, by (45),
((S(tn) jn)i)|i| [K(g) Q ((j0)i)|i| [K(g) strongly in R
2K(g)+1
l ×R
2K(g)+1
as nQ+., that is, there exists N3(g) such that
C
|i| [K(g)
||(S(tn) jn)i−(j0)i ||
2
E [
g2
2
, -n \N3(g). (48)
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Setting N(g)=max{N1(r), N2(r, g), N3(g)}, from (46)–(48), then for
n \N(g)
||S(tn) jn−j0 ||
2
E= C
|i| [K(g)
||(S(tn) jn)i−(j0)i ||
2
E
+ C
|i| > K(g)
||(S(tn) jn)i−(j0)i ||
2
E
[
g2
2
+2 C
|i| > K(g)
(||(S(tn) jn)i ||
2
E−||(j0)i ||
2
E)
[ g2.
The proof is completed.
As a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 3.2, we obtain the
existence of a global attractor for semigroup {S(t)}t \ 0.
Theorem 3.1. If (5), (6) hold and g ¥ a2, then the semigroup {S(t)}t \ 0
associated with (13) possesses a global attractor ß in E.
Remark. Since the solutions of problem (13) are backward unique in
time, the invariance of the global attractor ß means
S(t) ß=ß for t ¥ R. (49)
4. UPPER SEMICONTINUITY OF ATTRACTOR
In this section, we present the approximation to the global attractor ß by
the global attractors of finite-dimensional ordinary differential systems.
Let n ¥ Z+ be a positive integer, we consider the (2n+1)-dimensional
ordinary differential equations:˛ w¨−n+h(w˙−n)=(wn−2w−n+w−n+1)−lw−n−f(w−n)+g−n,w¨−n+1+h(w˙−n+1)=(w−n−2w−n+1+w−n+2)−lw−n+1−f(w−n+1)+g−n+1,x
w¨n−1+h(w˙n−1)=(wn−2−2wn−1+wn)−lwn−1−f(wn−1)+gn−1,
w¨n+h(w˙n)=(wn−1−2wn+w−n)−lwn−f(wn)+gn,
(50)
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with the initial values
wi(0)=wi0, w˙i(0)=zi0 ¥ R, i=−n, −n+1, ..., n−1, n. (51)
Then Eqs. (50)–(51) can be written as a form of vectors,
˛ w¨+h(w˙)=−A˜w−lw−f˜(w)+g˜,
w(0)=(wi0)|i| [ n, w˙(0)=(zi0)|i| [ n ¥ R2n+1,
(52)
where w=(wi)|i| [ n, h(w˙)=(h(w˙i))|i| [ n, f˜(w)=(f(wi))|i| [ n, g˜=(gi)|i| [ n,
A˜=R 2 −1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 −1−1 2 −1 0 0 · · · 0 0 00 −1 2 −1 0 · · · 0 0 0
· · · · · z · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 · · · −1 2 −1
−1 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 −1 2
S
(2n+1)×(2n+1)
.
Let
B˜=R −1 1 0 0 · · · 0 00 −1 1 0 · · · 0 0· · · · z · ·
0 0 0 0 · · · −1 1
1 0 0 0 · · · 0 −1
S
(2n+1)×(2n+1)
,
then
A˜=B˜B˜T=B˜TB˜.
For any w=(wi)|i| [ n, z=(zi)|i| [ n ¥ R2n+1, define
(w, z)= C
|i| [ n
wizi, ||w||2= C
|i| [ n
|wi |2,
(w, z)l=(B˜w, B˜z)+l(w, z),
||w||2l=||B˜w||
2+l ||w||2= C
|i| [ n
(|wi+1−wi |2+l |wi |2).
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Let R2n+1l =(R
2n+1, || · ||l), E˜=R
2n+1
l ×R
2n+1, endowed with the inner
product and norm as follows: for Wj=(w(j), z (j))=((w
(j)
i ), (z
(j)
i ))|i| [ n ¥ E˜,
j=1, 2,
(W1, W2)E˜=(w(1), w (2))l+(z(1), z (2))
=C
i
[(B˜w (1))i (B˜w (2))i+lw
(1)
i w
(2)
i +z
(1)
i z
(2)
i ],
||W1 ||
2
E=(W1, W1)E˜,
then E˜ is a Hilbert space.
Let z=w˙+ew, where e is as in (12), then problem (52) is equivalent to
the following first-order system in Hilbert space E˜,
Y˙+C˜(Y)=F˜(Y), Y(0)=(w(0), z(0)+ew(0))T ¥ E˜, (53)
where Y=(w, z),
F˜(Y)=R 0
−f˜(w)+g˜
S ,
C˜(Y)=R ew−z
A˜w+lw+e2w− ez+h(z− ew)
S .
Since f, h ¥ C1(R, R) and A˜ is (2n+1)-order matrix, the problem (52)
and (53) are well-posed in E˜. Again, from Lemma 4.2 below, we know
that the solution Y(t) of (53) is bounded in finite time, hence Y(t)
exists globally, that is, for any Y(0) ¥ E˜, there exists an unique solution
Y ¥ C([0,+.), E˜) 5 C1((0,+.), E˜), and maps of solutions Sn(t): Y(0)Q
Y(t)=Sn(t) Y(0) ¥ E˜ generate a continuous semigroup {Sn(t)}t \ 0 on E˜.
Similar to Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, we have following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. For any Y=(w, z)T ¥ E˜,
(C˜(Y), Y)E \ s ||Y||2E+
a
2
||z||2,
where s is as in (19).
Lemma 4.2. There exists a bounded ball O˜=O˜E˜(0, r0), centered at 0
with radius r0, such that for every bounded set B˜ of E˜, there exists T(B˜) \ 0
such that
Sn(t) B˜ … O˜, -t \ T(B˜), n=1, 2, ...,
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where r0 is the same constant as in Lemma 3.2, which is independent of n.
The semigroup {Sn(t)}t \ 0 possesses a global attractor ßn … O˜ … E˜.
It is easy to see that
Sn(t) ßn=ßn for all t ¥ R.
Lemma 4.3. If (5), (6) hold, g ¥ a2, then for any g > 0, there exists T(g)
and Kn(g) such that the solution Y(t)=(Yi(t))|i| [ n=(wi(t), zi(t))|i| [ n ¥ ßn of
problem (53), zi(t)=w˙i(t)+ew(it), satisfies
C
K(g) [ |i| [ n
||Yi(t)||
2
E= C
K(g) [ |i| [ n
[(B˜w(t))i 2+lwi(t)2+zi(t)2]
[ g, -t \ T(g).
In the following, we extend the element w=(wi)|i| [ n ¥ R2n+1 to an
element of a2 such that wi=0 for |i| > n (still denote it by w).
Lemma 4.4. If (5), (6) hold, g ¥ a2 and jn(0) ¥ ßn, then there exists a
subsequence {jnk (0)} of {jn(0)} and j0 ¥ ß such that jnk (0) converges to j0
in E.
Proof. Let jn(t)=Sn(t) jn(0)=(un(t), vn(t)) ¥ E˜=R2n+1l ×R2n+1 be a
solution of problem (53). Since jn(0) ¥ ßn, jn(t) ¥ ßn … O˜ for all t ¥ R, thus,
||jn(t)||E˜=||jn(t)||E
=(||Bun ||2+l ||un ||2+||vn ||2)1/2
[ r0, -t ¥ R, n=1, 2, ... . (54)
By (53),
||j˙n(t)||E [ ||C˜(jn(t))||E+||F˜(j(t))||E. (55)
Here
||C˜jn(t)||
2
E=||(eun−vn, A˜un+lun+e
2un− evn+h(vn− eun))T||
2
E
[ 6{e2 ||Bun ||2+||Bvn ||2+(le2+l2+e4+2b2e2) ||un ||2
+(l+e2+2b2) ||vn ||2+||A˜un ||2},
and
||Bvn ||2 [ 4 ||vn ||2, ||A˜un ||2 [ 16 ||un ||2,
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thus, by (54), there exists C1(r0) and C2(r0, ||g||) such that
||C˜jn(t)||
2
E [ C1(r0), ||F˜(j(t))||E [ C2(r0, ||g||), -t ¥ R, n=1, 2, ... . (56)
So, by (55) and (56),
||j˙n(t)||E [ C3(r0, ||g||), -t ¥ R, n=1, 2, ... . (57)
Let Jk (k=1, 2, ...) be a sequence of compact intervals of R such that
Jk … Jk+1 and 1k Jk=R. Taking s, t ¥ Jk, we have
||jn(t)−jn(s)||E [ 2C3(r0, ||g||) |t−s|
which implies the equicontinuity of {jn(t)}
.
n=1 in C(Jk, E). By (54), for
fixed t, {jn(t)}
.
n=1 is uniformly bounded in E, hence there exists a sub-
sequence of {jn(t)}
.
n=1 (still denoted by {jn(t)}
.
n=1) and j˜t ¥ E such that
jn(t)Q j˜t weakly in E as nQ+.. (58)
Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2, we show that the weak convergence
in (58) is a strong one, that is, -t ¥ Jk, {jn(t)}.n=1 is precompact in E.
By Ascoli’s theorem, there exists a subsequence {jn1 (t)} of {jn(t)} and
jt ¥ C(J1, E) such that jn1 (t) converges to jt in C(J1, E). Again, by
Ascoli’s theorem and induction, there exists a subsequence of {jnk+1 (t)} of
{jnk (t)} such that jnk+1 (t) converges to jt in C(Jk+1, E). Taking a diagonal
subsequence in the usual way, there exists a subsequence {jnk (t)} of
{jn(t)} and j(t) ¥ C(R, E) such that
jn(t)Q j(t) in C(J, E) as nQ+. for any compact set J … R. (59)
By (54), for j(t)=(u(t), v(t))=(ui(t), vi(t))i ¥ Z ¥ E, v(t)=u˙(t)+eu(t),
||j(t)||E=(||Bu||2+l ||u||2+||v||2)1/2 [ C4(r0), -t ¥ R. (60)
Now we will prove j(t) ¥ ß, the global attractor for semigroup {S(t)t \ 0}
associated with problem (13). We denote {jnk (t)} by {jn(t)}, from (57),
j˙n(t)Q j˙(t) weak star in L.(R, E) as nQ+.. (61)
Let i ¥ Z and n \ |i|. Since jn(t)=(un, i(t), vn, i(t))|i| [ n ¥ E˜ is the solution of
problem (53), we have
ün, i+h(u˙n, i)=(un, i−1−2un, i+un, i+1)−lun, i−f(un, i)+gi, t ¥ R (62)
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then -d ¥ C.0 (J), we have
F
J
ün, i d(t) dt+F
J
h(u˙n, i) d(t) dt
=F
J
[(un, i−1−2un, i+un, i+1)−lun, i+gi] d(t) dt
+F
J
f(un, i) d(t) dt,
where
:F
J
f(un, i) d(t) dt−F
J
f(ui) d(t) dt :
[ F
J
|f(un, i)−f(ui)| | d(t) |dt|
[ sup
t ¥ J
|f −(un, i+Ji(ui−un, i))| sup
t ¥ J
|ui−un, i | F
J
|d(t)| dt
Q 0 (nQ.),
and
:F
J
h(u˙n, i) d(t) dt−F
J
h(u˙i) d(t) dt :
[ F
J
|h(u˙n, i)−h(u˙i)| | d(t) |dt|
[ sup
t ¥ J
|h −(u˙n, i+J˜i(u˙i−u˙n, i))| sup
t ¥ J
|u˙i(t)− u˙n, i(t)| F
J
|d(t)| dt
[ b sup
t ¥ J
|u˙i(t)− u˙n, i(t)| F
J
| d(t)| dt
Q 0 (nQ.),
because by (59), supt ¥ J |ui−un, i |Q 0, supt ¥ J |u˙i(t)− u˙n, i(t)|Q 0 as nQ.
and by (54), (60),
|un, i+J(ui−un, i)| [ ||u(t)||+||un(t)|| [ C5(r0, ||g||), -t ¥ R.
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Therefore, we have
üi+h(u˙i)=(ui−1−2ui+ui+1)−lui−f(ui)+gi, t ¥ J. (63)
Since J is arbitrary, (63) holds for all t ¥ R which means j(t)=(u(t), v(t))
is a solution of (13). By (60), j(t) is bounded for t ¥ R, so, j(t) ¥ ß, hence,
jn(0)Q j(0) ¥ ß. The proof is completed.
As a direct consequence of Lemma 4.4, we obtain the upper semi-
continuity of ß.
Theorem 4.1. If (5), (6) hold and g ¥ a2, then limnQ+. dE( ßn, ß)=0,
where dE( ßn, ß)=supa ¥ ßn infb ¥ ß ||a−b||E.
Remark. We can consider the mapping
S0(t): (u0, u10)TQ (u(t), u˙(t))T ¥ a2× a2
associated with problem (3)–(4) in the space a2× a2 with the usual inner
product and norm. Since S0(t)=R−eS(t) Re, Re=(
1
e
0
1) is an isomorphism
on a2× a2 and {S(t)}t \ 0 possesses a global attractor ß in E, the global
attractor of {S0(t)}t \ 0 in E is R−e ß, which implies that {S0(t)}t \ 0 possesses
a global attractor in a2× a2 because a2× a2 and E have the same elements
and their norms are equivalent.
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